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Epilogue: 
A Bright Future 

 
Narrator: 
The epic journeys of the great warrior, Gosan, filled the hearts of millions with both 
strong sorrow and jubilant joy for a great time after his imminent and amazing self-
demise.  But, his closest friends, those who knew him beyond the flesh, beyond the 
twinkling eye and streaking, smooth, stylish fighting, did not speak of their sorrow for 
their loss of him.  Actually, when warriors in the Other Realm spoke of Son Gosan, they 
tended to speculate and perpetuate the myth of Gosan’s strange movement from the 
known realms to beyond any they had ever seen themselves.  If only they knew. 
As for Gahey, he indeed reached Earth and found his path both illuminating and bright.  
His eyes awakened to many realities beyond those he had ever contemplated as a 
scientist on Nirosune.  When at last he had learnt all he needed, he fulfilled that prophecy 
of his people written in stone so many centuries before.  He gained all that he desired, 
and more, proving again that patience is perhaps the most rewarding virtue. 
Without a doubt, however, the saddest aspect of the great saga of Son Gosan is his 
immense loss and personal suffering inflicted by many forces beyond his own control.  
Probably the direst of all was the sorrowful and soul-ripping loss of Sha-rei and his only 
son he never held.  Only time, and perhaps Ki, may tell if the great Gosan felt such losses 
in the great beyond.  One can only speculate that…well, it is best left to internal 
contemplation. 
Yet, it is a great celebration of Gosan’s efforts that the future after his vanishing was 
bright, and balance brought great things to both the Living and Undead Realms.  Life 
went on as it always had, and things progressed as nature provided.  So the Universe did 
rotate in its momentum, always preserved and always obeyed.   Reparations were made 
where needed and the guardians fulfilled their duties with a bright light of hope guiding 
their beings…it was a bright future for them. 
The last item to discuss, the last thing that need be said, and indeed understood, is that 
although the story of Son Gosan is one of the most important ever, there are many great 
things that happened before it, and truly after.  For time stops for no man, and no story 
either!  Besides, there existed one last Saiyan after Son Gosan, and one only need know 
that the blood of a Saiyan always lusts for violence… 
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